
 

3 REASONS WHY COMPANIES DON’T HIRE 

FRESH GRADUATES 

 

 

The rate of unemployment in Nigeria is not a hidden fact because the 

country’s tertiary institution produces about 500,000 graduates each 

year and with no means of job creation in Nigeria. 

These graduates compete for the little opportunity in the country.  

Survey has shown that about 47% of Nigerian University graduates are 

unemployable.  

The following reasons are basically why companies do not hire fresh 

graduates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. No real-world experience: 

 

Many employers prefer graduates with experience in what they 

do. In a survey by the Association of America College and 

Universities, employers say students don’t have the ability to think 

critically, innovate, solve complex problems and work well as a 

team. The employer said fresh graduates have textbook 

knowledge.  

 

To gain more real-life experience in this area students should 

volunteer for companies and apply for internship opportunities 

too. While on this, take up responsibilities and be willing to learn. 

Own up to your mistakes and genuinely put your mind to the 

learning process. Don’t volunteer with the hope of getting hired 

in the future, volunteer to get the skills. Be teachable and look for 

other companies you can volunteer for, to apply and practice what 

you have learned. 



2. High competition 

 

Some industries experience more job competition than others, 

and with so many individuals looking for jobs at the same time, it 

becomes harder for a graduate to stand out even with excellent 

grades and experience. 

 

Because of this and the unemployment status, the graduate 

should take all he does with an extra amount of seriousness 

example your cover letter and your resume should act as your first 

impression. Don’t be haphazard as you write, make it look good. 

Look for words that describe you properly and use those words 

and be very detailed as you describe yourself. Get someone to 

proofread what you’ve written. Ensure fluency and express 

yourself well and communicate your strength soundly during an 

interview. 

 



3. Lack of skills for the job:  

 

During an interview, some companies often find out that most 

graduates lack both communication and interpersonal skills. Most 

employers want candidates who are team players, problem 

solvers, and who can plan, organize, and prioritize their work.  

 

Some other candidates don’t have a sense of time management 

as they appear late for interviews, are unprepared for the position 

they tend to occupy, and are generally unmotivated about the 

whole job. Most graduates also lack professionalism with a very 

low work ethic, posting things to be done till later with a very bad 

manner/no respect during communication. 

  



What you can do 

 

As the competition is high, you will find it hard to get and apply for the 

opportunities that you need. There are still some basic things you can 

do to make you stand out from the pool of applicants. 

 

It starts with building your profile correctly, and you can only do that 

well when firstly, you know what your objective is, and exactly why you 

choose to do what you do. This is what LearnInStud is out to guide you 

on. Go ahead and register for our training programs so you can get 

started on the journey of personal development now. 
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